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Animal mandala coloring pages

Have you ever watched the amazing animation of Tony Stark's supercomputer? If so, do you remember when he was using his computer to build his own armor suits or create a new element? It was amazing to see a smooth transition in the UI (Jarvis) when he played with it. And what if I tell you that now we can restore
some of these animations only with HTML and CSS. I remember when I started designing web pages. I wanted to design it perfectly. I wanted to place the elements perfectly aligned in search of the right typography and color. While I was designing, always I had to take care of what the senses the page gave me, as well
as trying to get a design that gives me a pleasant feeling when I was seeing it. But what happens next? How do I get the same feeling that grabbed me when I saw Tony's computer? After I'd been making multiple layouts from scratch I realized that something was missing for me. Thus it was when I started discovering
and learning digital animation. I did some animations with Adobe After Effects, moving some elements from left to right, changing opacity, adding some vibrant into the movement so on. It was so great to do it. After some time of practice, I got on some level of knowledge about After Effects, and I decided to move on and
try the same stuff on the website. At first I was so frustrated because of how you could achieve some animated html. Before CSS3 it was really hard to achieve some kind of animation without javascript. But fortunately, these days before remained in the past. And now we can get beauty animations only with simple CSS
and HTML. Some important concepts. Before we dive into how to make CSS3 animations, It is better to follow some critical concepts to understand the characteristics of ani upiate something. Animation is a method in which images are manipulated to appear as moving images. WikipediaKeyframes Keyframes are the
main blocks for creating animation. The basic animation and filmmaking is a drawing that defines the starting and ending points of any smooth transition. Wikipedia.Other important concepts are: Inbetweens are drawings that create the illusion of movement. WikipediaAlso, Inbetweening is: Is the process of creating
intermediate frames between two images, called main frames, to give the appearance that the first image develops smoothly into the second image. In the example below wikipedia, I show a basic chart of how animation works. The blue circle is the original key frame, and then the inbetweeners are gray circles, the red
circle is the last key frame. The more cross-sending frames you draw in the same period, the smoother the animation will be. Look at the same example with more frames. Also, we could put between frames in different places, and give our animated speed a feeling. Take a look at this video, which explains clearly slowly
(easy-in) and slow down (ease-out). So now that you get some background and understanding of the key concepts of let's start using CSS animations. Let's code! There are two options for animation on CSS. We could use the transition or animation property. The transition helps us calculate the main frames instari, this
property works only with two countries, which means that you can only use two keyframes. In this example, we will create a position in keyframes. The first is the value of 0px and the second 450px, also we need to indicate how much time is going to make the animation. Watch the code below.. box { position: relative;
left:0; // Keyframe 1 transition-property: left; // Add inbetweeners to Left property. transition-duration: 800ms; // Duration transition-timing-function: ease-in; // Speed sensation } .box-hover ( left: 450px; 450px; Let's see a real example: Check out the codepen example: javascript trace position when hovering on an
element. Here is a simpler example. When you point to a circle, the background changes. The transitional property defines which property you are going to animat and add inbetweeners. Also, the duration of the transition determines the duration of the animation and the transition time-function provides ease or ease of
speed sensation. As you can see, CSS-transitions are a simple and convenient property, unfortunately, you can manage only two keyframes. Check this map for all related transition properties and possible values. In conclusion, check out w3schools to watch more examples of different ways to apply this property.
AnimationThe difference between transition and animation properties is that animation allows us to manage more than 2 countries that have more control over them. The reason for this is that you could add more keyframes and adjust their behavior. Let's see an example: above, I scale an element from his original size to
double. This animation dure for 2 seconds, and then starts again. The animation name of the property connects key frames to the element in which you apply the animation, the duration of the animation determines how much time the animation takes, and the iteration property indicates how many times the animation will
repeat. In this case, we could add more keyframes and the browser will calculate the in-betweens for all. Check out this example to see how we can add more keyframes than animation. In the original example, the ball background color changes for 10 seconds with the colors we use keyframes. Check this image to see
in detail what is the most important part of the code. The place where we place the main frames is determined by a percentage, in this case the first base frame is 0% of the timeline, the second is 25% and so on. You can add the properties that you want in each keyframe. Therefore , the possibilities of creating stunning
animation Before you start to anip the something, create a static layout. I hope that with these examples you begin to understand how we can create some animations. Here are some links that help me improve animation. Animating SVG: use CSS animation: reading. See you soon. Join Hacker Noon Create your free
account to unlock your custom reading experience. Photo: Michelle WooThis in the summer, I've been looking for kid projects that have some mileage for those stuff that can work over the course of a day or a week. I landed on an operation that is easy, requires little supplies and makes me feel like a wizard: I blew up a
coloring page. Specifically, I uploaded the coloring page file Staples.com and had it expanded as a 3-by-4-foot engineering print. These are large black and white prints commonly used in engineering or architectural plans. For about $7, we now have a wall on our wall, ready to paint with my 6-year-old daughter, or
whoever else feels like picking up some crayons. The coloring page I chose is designed by PicCandle on Etsy. I wanted to print what was a good amount of detail, but not where is Waldo's level of intricacy. Last night, the kid started working on it, and then I jumped at one point, too. Painting is really relaxing. To create
your supersized coloring page, here's what to do:Choose a high-resolution coloring page. There are many free or low cost PDF downloads online. If you have a very young child, you could choose a simple illustration, but for older children with more patience, you can explore mandalas or other designs from adult coloring
books. Create technical printing. Staples, FedEx and Parabo all allow you to upload their designs to their sites for printing. You can resize your print using a preview or online picture changer, or use the printer option to fit the content into the paper, if any. It's good if there's some white space along the boundaries. Tape
your massive coloring sheet on the wall or put it across the table or floor, and then let your kid go at it. It's a fun activity to play dates and parties, too. After all, you have a giant artwork. G/O Media can get commissionswaterpik Cordless Water Flosser Download our free printables to create your own mix-and-match
coloring books. What is actually under the sea? Let your children decide! Download this fish-friendly coloring page and let their imagination go to work. Advertising Can't make it to the beach? Your kids can paint the afternoon away instead of this sunny beach scene. Escape to the mountains with this camping theme
coloring page your kids will enjoy! Advertising Let your kids show their patriotism on paper with this American flag coloring page – whether they stick in red, white and blue or create a new masterpiece! Download and print this night coloring page kid created art that is from this world! This adorable picnic scene will save
your children's children Any day – and it can only inspire you to plan your picnic in the sun! Advertising Advertising Promote your little ones to get creative with this toy coloring page. Purple sand or polka-dot swingset? Something's going on! Your kids will find their rhythm with this creativity inspiring parade page. What
color is an elephant? Any color your children want! Let them work on their coloring magic on this zoo-theme page. Copyright &amp;copy 2010 Meredith Corporation. Advertising Advertising
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